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INTRODUCTION  

Two recent events, seemingly unrelated, shed light on what it means to have a real relationship – with others and yourself.   
 
Just 72 days (roughly 3 episodes) after her 20 million dollar wedding, reality star, Kim Kardashian filed for divorce from Kris 
Humphries.   The couple made roughly 17 million dollars from the wedding which, as most of Kim’s life, was broadcast as a 
television special.  The collective Kardashian family is featured in several reality shows, most notably Keeping Up With the 
Kardashians. 
 In direct contrast with the reality star lives of the Kardashians, was the life of the recently departed Rosh Yeshiva of 
the Mir – Rabbi Nosson Tzvi Finkel.  R. Nosson Tzvi grew up as a typical Jewish American in Chicago.  He attended Ida Crown 
Jewish Academy and was a member of the basketball team.  After years of study, he succeeded his father-in-law as Rosh 
Yeshiva of the Mir.   

Finkel suffered from Parkinson's disease for 30 years, experiencing much difficulty in walking and talking, as well as 
suffering from tremors. Yet he gave regular shiurim (Torah lectures) in the yeshiva and embarked on regular fund-raising 
trips abroad.   He also refused to take pain medication.   A student once asked about the refusal, to which he answered that 
when inquiring about the drugs, his doctor had told him that it would have an effect on his memory.  "I'd rather be ill my whole 
life than to forget even one word of the holy Torah", he reportedly said.  He passed away November 8, 2011 at the age of 68. 
 

KEY DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

 How do you think being in front of the cameras affected the Kardashian marriage? 

 R. Nosson Tzvi Finkel made a HUGE sacrifice in order to preserve mental faculties and connection to Torah.  The 

Kardashians made a HUGE sacrifice to preserve their fame, appearances, and social standing: 

o If you were presented with 2 pills, one would give you’re the perfect appearance but affect your mind and one 

would adversely affect your body but preserve your mind-which would you take? 

 What does the process of Jewish weddings tell us about values and priorities in forming relationships? 

KEY SOURCES FOR DISCUSSION 

 The two words for Jewish marriage are Kiddushin (קידושין) and Nissuin ( יןנישוא ).  What do these words mean? 

o   Kiddushin comes from the word kedusha holiness.  What makes something holy?  Rashi (Kedoshim 19:2) 

explains that kedusha means to be separated and private.  True meaningful relationships are not what we put 

on Facebook.  They are not the people we brag about being associated with.  A real relationship is the private 

and intimate conversations we have that allow us to form a true connection disinterested from public 

approval. 

 Nissuim comes from the root נשא which means to be lifted up.  A real relationship – whether it is romantic, a 

friendship, or relationship with ourselves- should be exalted.  It should make us better and want to be better.   

 Though Jewish weddings have plenty of cameras and encourage friends and family to rejoice, the wedding ceremony 

also ensures that there is a private moment between the husband and wife.  After the chuppah right after the glass is 

broken the new husband and wife are danced to a private room-the Yichud room, which is an integral part of the 

wedding.   Of course relationships shouldn’t be solely in private- but having that private moment is essential to any 

relationship. 

 Kim Kardashian sacrificed the internal private relationship with her husband for the attention of the public.  R Nosson 

Tzvi embodied the ability to sacrifice the external in order preserve the essential-his private internal world. 
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